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Abstract

Recent advancements in Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) have heralded unprecedented capa-
bilities in information-seeking and text gener-
ation, as evidenced by applications like Bing
Chat and perplexity.ai. Despite these strides,
challenges on hallucination and factual in-
consistency continue to impede their wider
real-world adoption. Contemporary meth-
ods, including retrieval-augmented LLMs and
feedback-based learning, serve as alternatives
to mitigate these challenges. However, chal-
lenges remain, particularly regarding referenc-
ing erroneous evidence (citation errors) and
generating information not present in the evi-
dence (hallucination). In this paper, we intro-
duce the A2R framework: Ask, Assess, and
Refine. Our approach utilizes an explicit evalu-
ation paradigm, incorporating metrics specifi-
cally tailored to assess citation errors and hal-
lucination, aiming to address these prevalent
challenges robustly. Capitalizing on these eval-
uations, we devise a strategy to formulate ac-
tionable natural language feedback, enabling it-
erative refinements that yield improved factual
consistency and reduced hallucinations in re-
sponses. Our experiments on ASQA, ELI5, and
QAMPARI datasets demonstrate our method’s
superiority in enhancing correctness, fluency,
and citation quality.

1 Introduction

Recent pioneering works on Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) have facilitated for information seeking
and text generation, thereby showcasing the var-
ious real-world applications such as Bing Chat1

and perplexity.ai2. However, despite of significant
advancements with a combination of supervised
fine-tuning and reinforcement learning, LLMs still
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1https://www.bing.com/chat
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Figure 1: An illustration of error case with citation
and hallucination. Robin Van Persie, [3] indicates
hallucination and incorrect citations.

tend to generate hallucination and contains the fac-
tually incorrect information in their output. Since
the lack of factual consistency constrains their ex-
tensive use in real-word applications, a substantial
research has been dedicated to addressing this defi-
ciency. Additionally, users struggle with challenges
verifying the faithfulness of generated responses
from LLMs. For example, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, a user queries the system with, “Who was
the top scorer when Arsenal last won the Premier
League?”. In responding, the system first seeks
out relevant evidence. Then, it processes both the
question and the gathered search results. Finally,
it formulates a response, referencing appropriate
citations. However, the response has hallucinations
and inaccurate citations. Because Robin Van Persie
was not in during Arsenal’s last league-winning
2003–2004 season, and Patrick Vieira was cited
from Doc [2] instead of Doc [3] .

To address the challenges of hallucination and
factual inconsistency in LLM outputs, contempo-
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rary research focuses on two-folds:

1) Retrieval-augmented LLMs (Khandelwal
et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Borgeaud et al.,
2022; Izacard et al., 2022; Zhong et al., 2022): This
approach conditions LLM generation on retrieved
evidence from an external knowledge source. A
notable contribution in this domain is by (Gao et al.,
2023b), which introduces a novel paradigm where
LLM outputs are appended with citations referenc-
ing one or more passages. This framework also
emphasizes automatic evaluation across diverse as-
pects, such as fluency, correctness, and citation
quality, facilitating a rigorous assessment of the
initial output and directing further enhancements.
In practical terms, platforms like Bing Chat and
perplexity.ai furnish user queries with responses
that cite current web pages, typically sourced from
closed search engines.

2) Feedback-based Refinement: This approach
is inspired by how humans refine their written text
with feedback, continually improving the content.
Reinforcement Learning has been widely adopted
to enhance the quality of generation (Böhm et al.,
2019; Stiennon et al., 2020; Ziegler et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022a; Glaese et al.,
2022; Akyürek et al., 2023). The work of Roit
et al. (2023) employs reinforcement learning and
uses a textual entailment-based reward signal for
feedback to refine initial outputs. The Self-Refine
mechanism (Madaan et al., 2023) introduces an iter-
ative self-refinement algorithm, wherein the model
M implicitly evaluates the initial output Y using
LLMs and subsequently refines it.

Despite the advances in LLMs, contemporary re-
search has highlighted several inherent challenges.
Primarily, while promising, retrieval-augmented
LLMs face issues such as referencing erroneous
evidence (citation errors), and generating informa-
tion not present in the evidence (hallucination), as
in Figure 1. To mitigate these issues, the preva-
lent use of intrinsic self-correction methods in-
volves LLMs to rectify their initial responses based
solely on inherent capabilities of LLMs by utilizing
feedback-based learning. However, as highlighted
by (Huang et al., 2023), employing LLMs’ inher-
ent capabilities for self-correction reveals a signif-
icant challenge, because LLMs are not adept at
self-assessment, struggling to accurately evaluate
their output’s quality and identify factual inconsis-
tencies. This stems from the LLMs’ inadequate
self-evaluative capabilities, which are crucial for

the identification and rectification of hallucination
independently. Consequently, relying solely intrin-
sic methods could lead to degradation of the LLMs’
ability for self-correction.

In a bid to rectify these shortcomings, our pa-
per introduces the framework A2R: Ask, Assess,
and Refine – an approach armed with augment-
ing LLMs through Metric-based Iterative Feed-
back Learning. Distinct from Self-Refine (Madaan
et al., 2023), which relies on intrinsic evaluation
of the initial output Y , our study adopt an explicit
evaluation encompassing multiple aspects, namely
correctness, citation quality, as conceptualized in
ALCE (Gao et al., 2023b). Leveraging LLMs, we
formulate natural language feedback F for each
dimension, predicated upon the respective evalu-
ation outcomes. Using the initial output Y along
with the feedback F , the model M iteratively re-
fines its output, stopping when it determines that
additional refinement is no longer needed. Exper-
imental results on benchmark datasets, including
ASQA, ELI5, and QAMPARI, validate the effi-
cacy of our approach, manifesting in substantial
enhancements across correctness, fluency, and ci-
tation quality metrics. Our findings emphasize the
pivotal role of explicit evaluations in the feedback
generation process, emphasizing their potential in
engendering more dependable and articulate out-
puts from LLMs.

The contributions of our paper can be briefly
summarized as follows: (1) We introduce the A2R
framework, specifically designed to address the
pressing challenges of hallucination and factual
inconsistency in LLMs. (2) We pivot from tradi-
tional intrinsic evaluations to explicit evaluations,
enabling granular assessments on aspects like cor-
rectness and citation quality. (3) Utilizing the
results from explicit evaluations, we propose a
method to formulate natural language feedback that
is both understandable and actionable. This facil-
itates iterative refinements to produce responses
improved in factual consistency and reduced hallu-
cinations. (4) Our method demonstrates substantial
enhancements in key metrics like correctness, flu-
ency, and citation quality on renowned benchmark
datasets.
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Figure 2: An overall architecture of A2R framework: ask access , refine . Starting with an input sentence and
evidence, the framework generates an initial response, assesses its quality through automatic metrics, provides
metric-informed feedback, and iteratively refines the output. This process encapsulates phases from initial response
generation to the eventual iterative refinement, ensuring enhanced correctness, fluency, and citation quality in the
final output.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Response Refinement with
Metric-Guided Feedback
Require: model M, input sentence x, evidence e, task-

specific instruction prompt pinit, task-specific feedback
prompt pfb, task-specific refinement prompt prefine, maxi-
mum iterations K

1: Initialize Y0 = M([pinit; x; e]) (Equation 1)
2: for t = 0 to K − 1 do
3: Assess output Yt to obtain St (Equation 2)
4: Generate feedback Ft =

M([pfb;St; x; e;Yt]) (Equation 3)
5: Refine response using feedback: Yt+1 =

M([prefine; x; e;Yt;Ft]) (Equation 4)
6: if stopping condition is met then
7: Break
8: end if
9: end for

10: return Refined output Ŷ = M(H), where H =[
prefine; x; e;Y0;F0, · · · ,Yt,Ft

]
(Equation 5)

2 Ask, Assess, and Refine: Metric-Guided
Iterative Feedback Learning

2.1 Task Definition

Given an input sentence x and evidence e, we aim
to (1) generate an initial output Yt as detailed in
Section 2.2, (2) assess this output using automatic
evaluation metrics, obtaining St, as discussed in
Section 2.3, (3) provide metric-guided feedback Ft

on the output as described in Section 2.4, and (4)
refine the output based on the feedback to achieve
a refined result Yt+1, which is elaborated in Sec-
tion 2.5.

The Initial Response Generation phase aims to
produce an initial output using task-specific instruc-
tion prompts. During the Assessment of Output
Quality phase, we explicitly evaluate various as-
pects of the output, including correctness, fluency,
and citation quality. This evaluation helps in gen-
erating optimal natural language feedback to en-

hance the output. In the Metric-Guided Natural
Language Feedback phase, we produce feedback
for each aspect using LLMs. The task-specific
feedback prompt for these LLMs is crafted based
on the assessment results. Finally, in the Iterative
Response Refinement phase, the initial output is
refined by harnessing metric-guided feedback.

2.2 Initial Response Generation

Prompt

Given a list of web search results, write an accurate answer
for the question using only the provided web search results.
Carefully follow the rules below while performing this
task.
- The answer should be detailed, correct, high-quality, and
written by an expert using an unbiased and journalistic
tone.
- Be objective. Avoid injecting personal biases or opinions
into the answer. Stick to the facts and let the search results
speak for themselves.
- Cite search results using [index]. Cite the most relevant
results that answer the question. Don’t cite irrelevant re-
sults. All sentences should have at least one citation.

Document [1]: ...
...
Document [5]: ...

Question: {Question}
Answer:

Table 1: Task-specific instruction prompt pinit for Initial
Response Generation on ELI5 and ASQA.

Suppose that we have the input sequence x, evi-
dence e, and task-specific instruction prompt pinit,
respectively. The model M3 generates an initial
output Yt as follows:

Yt = M([pinit; x; e]) (1)

where [·; ·] denotes concatenation. Note that our
assumption is that an initial output Yt may contains

3Here, we used GPT-3.5-TURBO-16K for all experiments
and temperature is 0.7.
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hallucination and inaccurate citations. We describe
task-specific instruction prompt pinit in Table 1.

2.3 Assessment of Output Quality

The Self-Refine mechanism (Madaan et al., 2023)
uses LLMs for an intrinsic assessment of the quality
of its outputs. This assessment serves as a trigger
for iterative feedback. Importantly, the mechanism
endeavors to enhance its initial output by relying
solely on its inherent capabilities. While some
studies (Gao et al., 2023a; Wang et al., 2023; Zhong
et al., 2023) showcase the advancements in LLMs,
Huang et al. (2023) emphasizes potential issues,
suggesting that such approaches may diminish an
LLM’s capacity for self-correction without external
input.

Given a ground truth Ỹ and a set of automatic
evaluation metrics for each aspect, denoted as
E = {E1, · · · , En}, representing n distinct met-
ric settings4, we evaluate the quality of the current
output Y as follows:

St =
[
E1(Yt, Ỹ), · · · , En(Yt, Ỹ)

]
∈ Rn (2)

Our foundational hypothesis posits that an ex-
plicit evaluation of the discrepancy between Y and
Ŷ provides more valuable insights compared to a
mere intrinsic assessment. Explicitly quantifying
the error allows for a more targeted refinement pro-
cess, ensuring that feedback mechanisms are better
informed and more precise in their adjustments.

2.4 Metric-Guided Natural Language
Feedback

In large language models, generating feedback
based on evaluation metrics requires a deep under-
standing of the context involved. When the model
processes the evaluation feedback represented by
St, it’s crucial for it to grasp the correct context of
both the input sequence x and its initial response
Yt.

The essence of effective feedback lies in its
adaptability. The optimal feedback identifies the
flaws in initial outputs and adjusts its advice based
on the delicate balance of context and requirements.

4For each dataset, we employed metrics as introduced in
ALCE (Gao et al., 2023b) to assess both correctness and cita-
tion quality. Note that we did not employ the MAUVE which
is found to be sensitive to output length, indicating that may
provide unstable results. Lastly, in real-world applications,
various automatic evaluation metrics (e.g., AlignScore (Zha
et al., 2023), FActScore (Min et al., 2023)) could be alterna-
tively employed without ground truth.

Prompt

You will be provided with a set of questions, search re-
sults, and corresponding answers. Your task is to evaluate
each answer and provide feedback to enhance its quality.
Following <Feedback Instruction>, offer specific feedback
according to the reward scores for the following aspects:
Correctness, Citation Recall, and Citation Precision.

<Feedback Instruction>

1) Correctness: If the reward score is below {correct-
ness_score}, provide feedback to generate more relevant
responses based on the search result summaries. If the score
is above {correctness_score}, affirm that performance is
satisfactory.

2) Citation Recall: If the reward score is below {cita-
tion_recall_score}, provide feedback to offer citations
from credible sources for each factual statement you make.
If the score is above {citation_recall_score}, affirm that
performance on citation recall is satisfactory.

3) Citation Precision: If the reward score is below {cita-
tion_score}, provide feedback to cite properly, ensuring all
factual statements refer to an appropriate search result. If
the score is above {citation_precision_score}, affirm that
performance on citation precision is satisfactory.

Feedback:

Table 2: Task-specific feedback prompt pfeedback for
metric-guided natural language feedback on ELI5 and
ASQA. This prompt provides appropriate feedback
based on specific score thresholds for each aspect.

As we delve into iterative improvements, each feed-
back cycle should seamlessly fit with the main
goals, ensuring clear advancement. Therefore, our
metric-guided approach aims to provide feedback
that is both quantitative (derived from metrics) and
qualitative (naturally articulated). The natural lan-
guage feedback Ft is formulated as:

Ft = M([pfb;St; x; e;Yt]) (3)

where pfb is a task-specific feedback prompt as
described in Table 2. We assume this approach
offers more nuanced and actionable insights, allow-
ing models to refine their outputs in subsequent
iterations more effectively.

2.5 Iterative Response Refinement
Refinement in response generation, especially
when driven by feedback, is a pivotal mechanism
that advances the robustness and accuracy of gen-
erated outputs. This step illustrates that feedback
extends beyond mere assessment and acts as a con-
duit for continuous improvement.

Central to the iterative response refinement is the
synergy between feedback and refinement. Natural
language feedback Ft informs the model about the
aspects of the response Yt that need rectification.
Leveraging this feedback, the model re-calibrates
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its output, aiming for more accurate and contextu-
ally appropriate results:

Yt+1 = M([prefine; x; e;Yt;Ft]) (4)

where prefine is task-specific refinement prompt.
Convergence and stability are key factor of this
iterative process. The system alternates between
the feedback (Equation (3)) and refinement (Equa-
tion (4)) phases until a pre-defined stopping crite-
rion is met5, or a maximum iteration numbers K is
reached. The culmination of this iterative process
is the refined output Ŷ , articulated as:

H =
[
prefine; x; e;Y0;F0, · · · ,YK,FK

]

Ŷ = M(H) (5)

In summary, iterative response refinement em-
phasizes the principle that optimal outcomes are
achieved not in standalone attempts, but through
consistent evaluation and iterative refinements.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset
We evaluate our proposed method on three devel-
opment datasets: ASQA, QAMPARI, and ELI5,
which is part of ALCE. For the evaluation, we em-
ploy a subset of the datasets proposed by ALCE,
specifically sampling approximately 100 instances
from each dataset6. These datasets are character-
ized as follows:

ASQA (Stelmakh et al., 2022). Classified as a
long-form factoid dataset, ASQA consists of am-
biguous questions sourced from AmbigQA. Each
question necessitates multiple short answers to ad-
equately address the various interpretations of the
posed question.

QAMPARI (Amouyal et al., 2023). This factoid
QA dataset is distinctive in that the answers com-
prise a list of entities, often extracted from distinct
passages.

ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019). Serving as a long-form
QA dataset, the answers in ELI5 are typically ver-
bose, with an average length of 131 words per re-
sponse.

5We set the threshold for stopping condition by averaging
output of assessment for each aspects, including citation and
correctness.

6The associated API costs influenced the decision to use a
limited sample size.

Model Fluency Correctness Citation

MAUVE Claim Recall Recall Precision

w/o guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 42.5 25.3 9.4 29.5
IntrinsicK=1 61.4 23.7 8.5 22.7
IntrinsicK=2 54.3 24.3 8.0 22.7

w/ guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 42.5 25.3 9.4 29.5
A2RK=1 65.9 25.3 11.2 31.2
A2RK=2 67.7 25.6 11.7 32.3

Table 3: Performance comparison of different iterations
of ChatGPT on the ELI5 dataset (Fan et al., 2019). Here,
K denotes the iteration number, and best performance
is shown in bold text. For evaluation of correctness, we
use claim recall on ELI5 dataset.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

To rigorously evaluate the performance of our
model, we adopted evaluation metrics, each tar-
geting a distinct aspect of the output, as following
in ALCE (Gao et al., 2023b).

MAUVE (Pillutla et al., 2021). The MAUVE
serves as an indicator of the model’s fluency. By
comparing text distributions, it provides a quantita-
tive measure of the alignment between the model’s
generated content and the source material. Such a
measure ensures that the model’s output is not just
factually accurate but also naturally structured and
coherent.

EM Recall. To gauge the factual correctness of
the generated response on ASQA dataset, we em-
ploy the EM Recall. It carefully looks into the out-
put to verify that it encompasses all salient aspects
and encapsulates the succinct answer. Essentially,
this quantifies the rate of accurate short answers,
offering an insight into the model’s recall capabil-
ity.

Claim Recall. While the ELI5 dataset predom-
inantly provides long-form answers and employs
ROUGE for evaluation, a contrasting evaluation
is adopted by ALCE (Gao et al., 2023b). It intro-
duces the claim recall, which leverages Instruct-
GPT (Ouyang et al., 2022b) to produce three dis-
tinct “sub-claims”. To evaluate this, we then em-
ploy the advanced natural language inference (NLI)
model, TRUE (Honovich et al., 2022), verifying
if the model’s output appropriately encompasses
these sub-claims.
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Model Correctness Citation

Recall@5 Precision Recall Precision

w/o guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 18.6 23.5 17.7 19.0
IntrinsicK=1 6.4 2.4 10.5 21.1
IntrinsicK=2 4.8 1.9 9.2 20.3

w/ guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 18.6 23.5 17.7 19.0
A2RK=1 18.6 24.4 19.8 21.4
A2RK=2 18.8 24.6 20.1 22.2

Table 4: Performance comparison of different iterations
of ChatGPT on the QAMPARI dataset (Amouyal et al.,
2023). For evaluation of correctness, we use Correct-
ness Recall@5 and Correctness Precision on QAM-
PARI dataset.

Model Fluency Correctness Citation

MAUVE EM Recall Recall Precision

w/o guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 78.1 19.7 43.2 61.1
IntrinsicK=1 72.9 20.2 31.5 51.9
IntrinsicK=2 76.4 20.4 34.5 48.9

w/ guided metric feedback

ChatGPTK=0 78.1 19.7 43.2 61.1
A2RK=1 76.7 21.9 48.7 63.1
A2RK=2 77.7 20.8 52.0 65.2

Table 5: Performance comparison of different itera-
tions of ChatGPT on the ASQA dataset (Stelmakh et al.,
2022). For evaluation of correctness, we use EM Recall
on ASQA dataset.

Correctness Recall@5 / Precision. In our analy-
sis on the QAMPARI dataset, we measure the preci-
sion and recall of model predictions by calculating
their exact alignment with the gold-standard answer
list. An important modification to this approach is
introduced to provide for the user’s practical needs.
To satisfy the practical needs, if the model’s pre-
diction encompasses at least five accurate answers,
termed as Recall@5.

Citation Recall / Precision. Ensuring the authen-
ticity and pertinence of cited references is impera-
tive, especially in contexts demanding verifiable in-
formation. The Citation Recall / Precision assesses
the quality of citations, certifying that answers are
corroborated by pertinent passages and devoid of
extraneous references. Based on AIS (Rashkin
et al., 2023), we leverage an NLI model7 to demon-
strate the degree of entailment, which in turn deter-

7https://huggingface.co/google/t5_xxl_true_nli_
mixture

mines the adequacy of the citations in supporting
the model’s response.

3.3 Main Results

Table 3, 4 and 5 shows the performance of fluency,
correctness, and citation quality on ELI5, QAM-
PARI, and ASQA, respectively. We summarized
the main results below.

The feedback improves correctness and citation
quality. The experimental results imply that feed-
back is a pivotal for enhancing both the correctness
and citation quality of the responses. The feedback
serves as a re-calibration mechanism for models,
bridging the gaps between what is generated and
what is expected, especially in the realms of cita-
tion and factual accuracy.

• Iterative Refinement: As evidenced by our
results, iterative feedback refinement – repre-
sented by varying iterations denoted by K –
yield improvements, especially in terms of ci-
tation precision and recall. Remarkably, with
each subsequent iteration, the model improves
with a substantial margin on citation quality.

• Enhanced Correctness: Utilizing feedback
is crucial in enhancing the model’s perfor-
mance in terms of correctness. By using met-
rics such as claim recall, EM recall, correct-
ness recall, and precision, which evaluate the
model’s alignment with the gold-standard an-
swer list, it becomes evident that responses
refined through feedback match the expected
answers more closely. The integration of our
feedback method results in responses that are
not only sharper in precision but also demon-
strate a marked improvement in aligning with
gold-standard correctness.

• Enhanced Citation Relevance: The feedback
also plays an indispensable role in sharpening
the relevance of citations in model responses.
One of the most striking observations from
our experiments was the marked enhancement
in citation recall and precision metrics across
the ELI5, QAMPARI, and ASQA datasets.
This emphasizes the model’s heightened abil-
ity, post-feedback, to select and reference the
most relevant passages while minimizing su-
perfluous citations. In essence, with the aid of
feedback, our model consistently excelled in
backing its responses with more relevant and
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contextually pertinent citations, fortifying the
trustworthiness of its outputs.

Improving correctness and citation quality
might indirectly enhance fluency. As depicted
Table 3, 4, the experimental results suggest a subtle
yet significant correlation between the fluency of
generated responses and improvements in their cor-
rectness and citation quality. Especially, even with-
out feedback targeting the improvement of fluency,
the fluency exhibits a remarkable improvement or
preserves comparable results across varying itera-
tions.

One plausible explanation for this phenomenon
is that as the model becomes more skillful at syn-
thesizing information from reliable passages, it in-
directly benefits from the coherent structure and
consistency intrinsic to these passages. Generating
responses based on factually grounded passages
naturally focuses on producing output with fine-
grained semantic representation and syntactically
correctness.

Moreover, a boost in citation quality implies that
the model increasingly refers to well-represented
and structured passages, thereby contributing in-
trinsically to the fluency of the generated responses.
This implies potential avenues for future work, sug-
gesting that a targeted improvement in specific met-
rics can unintentionally lead to enhancements in
other unrelated aspects of LLMs.

4 Analysis

4.1 Does Metric-Guided Feedback Really
Elevate the Quality?

Our experimental results from Tables 3, 4, and 5
highlight a substantial enhancement in model per-
formance upon the integration of metric-guided
feedback. Particularly, noteworthy is its magni-
fied influence on iterative models, which indicates
that models refined across iterations may be more
adjusted to the feedback if with metric-guided feed-
back. Furthermore, an intriguing observation is
the tendency for the best performance to demon-
strate not in the primary iterations but in subsequent
ones, suggesting that the efficacy of feedback com-
pounds over time. In our experiments, A2RK=2

on the benchmark datasets showed remarkable per-
formance improvements when feedback was in-
corporated, especially in terms of Correctness and
Citation Quality. On the contrary, the absence of
guided metric feedback led to a significant decrease

in performance8.

4.2 Case Studies

Retrieval Error

Question: Where did administrators of the UN Develop-
ment Programme attend school?

Document (Title: United Nations International School of
Hanoi) [1]: United Nations International School of Hanoi
The United Nations International School of Hanoi is an
international school in Hanoi, Vietnam. ...

...

Document [5] (Koc School): Model United Nations De-
velopment Programme conference each year at its campus
since 2001. ...

Initial output: United Nations International School of
Hanoi [1], UEA School of International Development [3],
Turin School of Development [4], Model United Nations
Development Programme conference [5].

Ground truth: University of Auckland, Yale Law School,
Marlborough College, Boston University School of Law,
University of California, Berkeley.

Table 6: A case study for retrieval error on QAMPARI
dataset.

Retrieval Error. In our examination of the “cor-
rectness” metric from Table 3, 4, and 5, while we
observe incremental improvements, we do not wit-
ness substantial growth in performance. One possi-
ble for phenomenon for explanation is the retrieval
error, where the retrieved documents fetched are
not relevant to the question. This misalignment
suggests that both the generation and refinement
processes, which rely on these documents, are in-
evitably hindered. To delve deeper into this phe-
nomenon, we spotlight a case study drawn from
the QAMPARI dataset.

For example, as illustrated in Table 6, the re-
trieved documents – ranked based on relevance
scores with the question, a benchmark intrinsic to
the dataset and not influenced by our approach –
fail to provide the information regarding the ed-
ucational institutions attended by administrators
of the UN Development institutions. As a result,
the ground truth, which cites institutions like Uni-
versity of Auckland”, cannot be extracted from
documents. Furthermore, while the initial output
enumerates name of institutions or programs found
within the documents, it falls short in directly ad-
dressing the question “Where did administrators of
the UN Development Programme attend school?”,
which do not elaborate the academic background
of the administrators, leading to inaccurate answer.

8Experimentally, the optimal results were observed when
refinement was carried out up to K = 2.
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Feedback Error

For the correctness aspect, your answer is factually accurate
and directly relevant to the provided search results. Great
job!
For citation recall aspect ...
For citation precision aspect ...

Reward Score of Correctness: 0
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 57
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 80

Table 7: A case study for feedback – metric mismatch
error on ASQA dataset.

Feedback – Metric Mismatch Error. We ob-
serve the discrepancies in generating feedback
based on evaluation metrics, namely Feedback –
Metric Mismatch Error. As shown in Table 7, the
positive feedback is generated while a reward score
of correctness is 0. This discrepancies arise when
the feedback generated fails to mirror these scores
faithfully, implying that for any evaluation mech-
anism to be effective, the feedback given must in-
tricately align with its respective evaluation metric
scores. This misalignment in the initial feedback
do not only leads to subsequent iterations showing
lower scores but also further compounds the prob-
lem by generating inappropriate or inaccurate feed-
back. Moreover, primarily the generated feedback
using LLM, occasionally falls short in capturing
the differences in reward scores. Overall, if the
initial feedback isn’t accurate, the LLM-generated
feedback can seem too general or even clearly mis-
matched.

4.3 Qualitative Analysis
We show the qualitative analysis as indicated in
Table 8, 9, and 10 for clarifying the effectiveness
of metric-guided feedback.

Citation Quality. The refined answer clarifies
“[3]” to indicate which document provided the in-
formation, instead of just mentioning “James Earl
Jones”, which implies that leads to better citation
quality.

Enhanced Brevity and Clarity. The introduc-
tion about James Earl Jones and David Prowse’s
roles is more concise and simplified. Furthermore,
removing some redundant phrases, such as “It is
worth noting that” and “It is important to mention
that”, suggesting that our method may enable to
make the content more understandable.

Structured Information. The order of informa-
tion from the refined answer is more logical, guid-
ing the reader from the primary voice actor, James

Earl Jones, to various other roles he played, and
then to other voice actors.

5 Related Work

The Retrieval-augmented LLMs has witnessed sig-
nificant advancements. This methodology tailors
LLM outputs based on evidence extracted from ex-
ternal knowledge sources (Khandelwal et al., 2020;
Lewis et al., 2020; Borgeaud et al., 2022; Izacard
et al., 2022; Zhong et al., 2022). A pioneering work
by (Gao et al., 2023b) sets itself apart by not only
generating outputs from LLMs but also append-
ing them with citations linked to one or multiple
passages. This approach supports a comprehen-
sive evaluation, touching upon aspects like fluency,
accuracy, and citation quality. Platforms such as
Bing Chat and perplexity.ai have operationalized
this by offering answers to user inquiries, referenc-
ing contemporary web pages, primarily harvested
from closed search engines.

Drawing inspiration from human tendencies to
refine their written content based on feedback, the
Feedback-based Refinement approach offers a con-
tinuous enhancement process for textual content.
Reinforcement learning, in this context, has be-
come a popular tool to uplift the standard of gen-
erated content (Böhm et al., 2019; Stiennon et al.,
2020; Ziegler et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Ouyang
et al., 2022a; Glaese et al., 2022; Akyürek et al.,
2023; Fernandes et al., 2023). Approaches that ei-
ther employ reference-based feedback or operate
freely without stringent reference dependence have
been proposed Maynez et al. (2020); Pasunuru and
Bansal (2018); Gunasekara et al. (2021); Nan et al.
(2021); Roit et al. (2023). In this paper, we pivot
towards the methodologies pioneered by Gao et al.
(2023b). By explicitly utilizing metrics, that eval-
uate correctness, citation recall, and precision, we
generate guided feedback. This structured feedback
becomes instrumental in refining and enhancing
our initial output, bridging the gap between human-
like refinement processes and computational excel-
lence.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have shed light on the challenges
presented by hallucinations and factual inconsisten-
cies in Large Language Models, issues evident even
in advanced retrieval-augmented LLMs. We intro-
duced the A2R framework, emphasizing the integra-
tion of explicit evaluations to provide an in-depth
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assessment of aspects such as correctness and cita-
tion quality. By adopting this approach, our system
utilizes actionable natural language feedback to it-
eratively refine outputs, leading to considerable ad-
vancements in response quality. Results across key
datasets further substantiate the effectiveness of our
method. As LLMs become increasingly pivotal in
real-world applications, our findings demonstrate
the necessity for rigorous, feedback-driven mech-
anisms to enhance their reliability and precision.
Future endeavors should expand upon this foun-
dation, further bridging the gap between machine-
generated content and factual accuracy.

Limitations

This paper introduces the framework A2R for It-
erative Response Refinement with Metric-Guided
Feedback, however, still has several limitations as
follows:

API Call Costs. Utilizing LLM necessitates in-
voking APIs, which invariably involves associated
costs. While these costs can be manageable for
smaller datasets or fewer calls, they can escalate
significantly when dealing with large-scale data.
This financial constraint can deter researchers with
limited resources from fully leveraging the capabil-
ities of LLM, potentially limiting the democratiza-
tion of the technology.

Dependency on Quality of Evaluation Metric.
The quality of the feedback generated by our
method is intricately tied to the quality of the evalu-
ation metric we used. If the metrics lack granularity
or fail to accurately capture the nuances of the data,
the resultant feedback might be suboptimal or even
misleading. This can lead to a cyclical problem
where poor metrics result in poor feedback, which
in turn can skew the training or evaluation of mod-
els.evaluation of models.

Retrieval and Feedback Errors. As with many
systems that rely on retrieval mechanisms, there’s
an inherent risk of retrieval errors. These errors
might stem from issues such as misunderstanding
of context, generating irrelevant context, or sim-
ply failing to extract the most suitable information.
Moreover, feedback errors, which can arise due
to inaccuracies in the feedback mechanism or sub-
jective biases, can further compound the problem,
potentially leading to the propagation of incorrect
or suboptimal patterns in subsequent iterations or
models.

While we believe that our work achieves signifi-
cant strides in advancing the field, these limitations
underscore the ongoing challenges and areas for
future research.
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A Qualitative Analysis

Qualitative Evaluation

Question: Who plays the voice of darth vader in Star Wars?

Document [1] (Title: Darth Vader): ...
...
Document [5] (Title: I Am Your Father): ...

Initial output: The voice of Darth Vader in the Star Wars
films is primarily performed by James Earl Jones. James
Earl Jones provided the iconic deep and menacing voice
for Darth Vader in the original 1977 film "Star Wars: A
New Hope" and its sequels "The Empire Strikes Back"
(1980) and "Return of the Jedi" (1983) [3]. It is worth
noting that David Prowse physically portrayed Darth Vader
in the original trilogy, but his voice was dubbed by James
Earl Jones [2].In addition to the original trilogy, James
Earl Jones reprised the role of Darth Vader in various other
Star Wars projects. He provided the voice for Darth Vader
in the 2003 micro-series and the CGI animated film [1].
He also voiced Darth Vader in his cameos in the animated
series "Star Wars Rebels," with the exception of the second-
season finale where both Matt Lanter and James Earl Jones
contributed their voices [1]. It is important to mention that
there have been other actors who provided the voice of
Darth Vader in certain adaptations. For example, Brock Pe-
ters voiced Darth Vader in the 1981 radio drama adaptation
of Star Wars [4]. However, the most iconic and well-known
voice of Darth Vader is that of James Earl Jones, who has
become synonymous with the character.

Reward Score of Correctness: 50
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 55
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 83

Feedback: For the correctness aspect, ... Great job! For
citation recall aspect, you have cited the appropriate search
results, but try to cite ... Keep up the good work. For
citation precision aspect, ... Great job in maintaining a high
level of precision.

Refined answer: The voice of Darth Vader in the Star
Wars films is primarily performed by James Earl Jones [3].
James Earl Jones provided the iconic deep and menacing
voice for Darth Vader in the original 1977 film "Star Wars:
A New Hope" and its sequels "The Empire Strikes Back"
(1980) and "Return of the Jedi" (1983) [3]. David Prowse
physically portrayed Darth Vader in the original trilogy, but
his voice was dubbed by James Earl Jones [2].James Earl
Jones also reprised the role of Darth Vader in various other
Star Wars projects. He provided the voice for Darth Vader
in the 2003 micro-series and the CGI animated film [1]. In
the animated series "Star Wars Rebels," James Earl Jones
voiced Darth Vader, except for the second-season finale
where both Matt Lanter and James Earl Jones contributed
their voices [1].Brock Peters also provided the voice of
Darth Vader in the 1981 radio drama adaptation of Star
Wars [4]. However, it is James Earl Jones’ voice that is
most iconic and well-known for the character of Darth
Vader.

Reward Score of Correctness: 66
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 75
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 100

Table 8: A case study for qualitative analysis on ASQA
dataset.
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Qualitative Evaluation

Question: Why do your testicles contract when you cough?

Document [1] (Title: Pediatric Retractile Testicles): ...
...
Document [5] (Title: Two Of A Kind: 7 Oddball Facts
About Testicles That Will Make You Turn Your Head (And
Cough)): ...

Initial output: When you cough, your testicles contract
due to a reflex called the cremasteric reflex. The cremaster
muscle, which is connected to the testicles, contracts in
response to certain stimuli, such as coughing or exposure
to cold temperatures [1]. This reflex causes the testicles to
be temporarily drawn up towards the body, closer to the
inguinal canal.

The purpose of this reflex is not entirely clear, but it is be-
lieved to be a protective mechanism. The contraction of the
cremaster muscle helps to protect the testicles by pulling
them away from potential sources of injury or trauma. It
is thought that this reflex may have evolved as a way to
safeguard the testicles from impacts or compression during
activities that increase intra-abdominal pressure, such as
coughing, sneezing, or lifting heavy objects [2].

It is important to note that the cremasteric reflex is a normal
physiological response and is different from other condi-
tions involving the testicles, such as undescended testicles
or retractile testicles. Undescended testicles occur when
the testicles fail to descend into the scrotum, while retrac-
tile testicles refer to the temporary retraction of the testicles
into the inguinal canal due to the contraction of the cremas-
ter muscle [1].

In summary, the contraction of the testicles when you
cough is a reflex known as the cremasteric reflex. This
reflex is believed to be a protective mechanism that helps
to safeguard the testicles from potential injury or trauma.

Reward Score of Correctness: 33
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 10
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 33

Feedback: For the correctness aspect, ... Great job! For
citation recall aspect, ... but try to provide citations for all
factual statements to support their accuracy. For citation
precision aspect, each citation should directly support the
corresponding factual statement. Make sure to cite the
most relevant and accurate source from the search results
for each claim. Keep up the good work!

Refine answer: When you cough, your testicles contract
due to a reflex called the cremasteric reflex [1]. The cremas-
ter muscle, which is connected to the testicles, contracts in
response to certain stimuli, such as coughing or exposure
to cold temperatures. This reflex causes the testicles to
be temporarily drawn up towards the body, closer to the
inguinal canal.

The purpose of this reflex is not entirely clear, but it is be-
lieved to be a protective mechanism. The contraction of the
cremaster muscle helps to protect the testicles by pulling
them away from potential sources of injury or trauma. It
is thought that this reflex may have evolved as a way to
safeguard the testicles from impacts or compression during
activities that increase intra-abdominal pressure, such as
coughing, sneezing, or lifting heavy objects.

It is important to note that the cremasteric reflex is a normal
physiological response and is different from other condi-
tions involving the testicles, such as undescended testicles
or retractile testicles. Undescended testicles occur when
the testicles fail to descend into the scrotum, while retrac-
tile testicles refer to the temporary retraction of the testicles
into the inguinal canal due to the contraction of the cremas-
ter muscle [1].

Reward Score of Correctness: 66
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 12
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 50

Table 9: A case study for qualitative analysis on ELI5
dataset.

Qualitative Evaluation

Question: What movie did Syncopy Inc. produce with
Christopher Nolan as the screenwriter?

Document [1] (Title: Syncopy Inc.): ...
...
Document [5] (Title: Emma Thomas): ...

Initial output: Memento [3].

Reward Score of QA Recall: 0
Reward Score of QA Precision: 0
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 0
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 0

Feedback: For the QA recall aspect, the search results do
not provide any information about S. A. Rajkumar compos-
ing music for a film directed by S. Narayan. Ensure you’re
capturing all the important points from the search results
and question. Recheck the provided information and try to
cover as many ground-truth answers as possible. For the
QA precision aspect, since there is no relevant information
in the search results, it is important to provide a clear and
accurate answer. For citation recall and citation precision
aspects, there is no need for feedback as there were no
citations provided.

Refine answer: The Prestige [3].

Reward Score of QA Recall: 20
Reward Score of QA Precision: 100
Reward Score of Citation Recall: 0
Reward Score of Citation Precision: 0

Table 10: A case study for qualitative analysis on QAM-
PARI dataset.
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